
 

 
 

Brunswick Junior Football Club 

Under 12’s Match Report 

Round 3 28th April 2013 v Hawthorn Citizens 

 

After a determined win over Heidelberg, the Dragons approached Sunday’s game against Hawthorn 

Citizens with confidence. The “hoodoo” of Gillon had been slain as our boys had proved we could 

win on the home ground with their terrific result of the last week. 

 

Hawthorn, too, entered the match with confidence on the back of two very strong victories and in 

their mind, today was an opportunity to register another confidence building win. In round 1, 

Hawthorn gave Heidelberg (our opponents from last week – Rd 2) a “football lesson” and given the 

Dragons took three-quarters to shake off a determined Heidelberg, Hawthorn assumed they were in 

for an easy match. Sadly for them, they hadn’t appreciated what a determined outfit our boys 

present and how much we enjoy a challenge!  

 

Pre-game didn’t auger well in the knowledge that the Dragons would be without a number of key 

players. Erik was unavailable on account of his broken nose; we would miss his run. We’d also have 

to make-do with the craftiness of Michael, hardness of Sebastian and goal-kicking danger of Eamon. 

 

David Pizzey, Coach, was unable to attend today’s game and he was replaced by John Ross, Angus’ 

father. For those who remember, it was akin to Yabbie Jeans’ absence filled by Alan Joyce and our 

boys didn’t miss a beat. Thanks to John for stepping in to assist. 

 

In only his second game for the club, Jimmy was anointed our Captain for the day........out we come 

to play!  

 

Quarter 1 

The contest was evenly matched from the first bounce with our midfielders leading the way with 

desperate efforts under the packs to feed our outside runners, who’d kick long into the “danger 

zone” about 30 metres from our goal. Our efforts were rewarded with the opening goal of the game 

to Carl. Having been released from the backline, Carl showed his versatility and it doesn’t matter 

whether he’s forward or back, Carl is highly capable of winning his own ball in a one-on-one contest 

as he continually succeeds by keeping his feet and not going to ground in the contest. 

 

Hawthorn responded by pressing forward following the centre bounce and was able to post a quick 

reply before the quarter time siren. The quarter ended with the game evenly poised. 

 



 

Dragons led 1.1.7 to Hawthorn’s 1.0.6 

 

Quarter 2 

The good work invested in the 1st quarter was undone in the opening 10 minutes of football in this 

quarter as Hawthorn took the Dragons apart. There were some obvious differences between the 

teams with the most notable being our lack of pressure. In the first quarter, the Dragons laid an 

impressive 14 tackles whereas at the 10 minutes mark, only 4 effective tackles had been applied. 

This was despite Hawthorn controlling the game through its ball possession. 

 

Our boys need to learn that any drop-off in intensity will be severely punished by the more skilled 

teams. With time and space and a lack of pressure, Hawthorn showed their capability. Their players 

ran to space to link up with the play and create extra numbers at the contest. When a Brunswick 

player won a contested possession, he was confronted by Hawthorn’s extra players at the contest 

usually meaning disposal was rushed and ineffective. Hawthorn fed off our mistakes and capitalised. 

Many times, Brunswick players were let down by the lack of team-mates in support. Regardless of 

ability, every boy has the capacity to run, compete at the contest, spoil, shepherd and use their voice 

to support. These basic football skills (commonly known as the “one-percenters) are the key 

ingredient in all successful teams. 

 

It was interesting to observe how well the Hawthorn players supported one another. They are a well 

drilled team, evident by the number of times a player found himself under pressure but was able to 

relieve that pressure by hand-balling backward (away from their goals) to a player in support. The 

act of hand-balling to a player in support provides two advantages: 1). The player receiving the hand-

ball has time and space to kick long and/or utilise the best option ahead of him and 2), the player 

feeding the hand-ball is ideally placed to shepherd and protect the player receiving the hand-ball. In 

contrast, on numerous occasions our boys had no player in support and either had to kick blindly 

around the corner or, take on their opponent and try and side-step to find space (high risk if 

tackled). 

 

The other key attribute to Hawthorn was their willingness (discipline) of players to apply a “forward 

press”. In the old vernacular, this was commonly known as “the wall”. This is where the attacking 

team bring players forward of their field position to establish a line of defence positioned a kick or 

kick and a half (25-40 metres) behind the play. For example, if the ball was on or inside Hawthorn’s 

50 metre arc, their wingers and half back line would “press up” to create a line of defence across the 

mid-field between the centre circle and their half forward line. Their back-line (back-pockets and full 

back) would then press-up behind to create another line of defence (in support) across the centre 

half back line. With their press applied, when Brunswick won the football and tried to transition it 

out of defence, it would confront the Hawthorn wall. More often than not, Hawthorn would regain 

position and commence their attack again. 

 

This strategy combined with their extra pressure (compared to our lapse) and their class enabled 

them to kick consecutive goals and establish a strong lead at the half time break. 

 

Dragons trailed 1.1.7 to Hawthorn’s 6.2.38 

 



 

Quarter 3 

To the boys’ credit, they heeded the messages discussed at half time and came out a different team. 

Their determination and courage were obvious and the Dragons controlled the play. Desperation 

was evident and the pressure applied by the forward line ensured Hawthorn was unable to clear the 

ball from our 50 metre arc. Despite our best endeavours Hawthorn defended resolutely and 

unfortunately, our Dragons were unable to capitalise our dominance into scoring opportunities. 

 

When Hawthorn did eventually succeed in clearing the ball from their danger zone, they were 

sufficiently accomplished to transfer the football into their forward line to goal. A dagger through 

the heart of the Dragons. The siren for three quarter time sounded. 

 

Dragons trailed 1.1.7 to Hawthorn’s 7.3.45 

 

Quarter 4 

At three-quarter time, John asked the boys to dig-deep and finish the game strongly by ensuring 

they continue to run hard, harass and pressure. Again the boys responded. The last quarter 

witnessed some terrific team play as we shared to ball. Boys were rewarded with the old “1-2”, 

whereby a player gathered possession, handballed to a player in space who fed a handball back to 

the boy who’d won possession. This type of play resulted in strong run from our team. It’s 

interesting to observe how when some players get busy by winning possession and sharing the ball 

through hand-ball, this brings a lot more players into the game. This style of game becomes 

infectious and suddenly there’s a buzz emanating from the players. The mentality of the group shifts 

up a couple of gears and our players become hungry in their hunting of the opposition. Well done 

for never giving up – hold your heads high! 

 

The game ended on a sour note when one of the Hawthorn players showed great courage to run 

back to complete a mark. In completing the mark and whilst running backwards, he lost his balance 

and tripped himself falling awkwardly, resulting in him hitting the back of his head on the turf in a 

heavy fall. His distress was obvious and so both team felt it best to call time and finish the game with 

only a couple of minutes remaining. 

 

Hawthorn was a deserving victor in a hard fought contest with the final score reading: 

 

Dragons lost 1.1.7 to Hawthorn’s 8.5.53 

 

Conclusion: 

The score didn’t reflect the evenness of the contest and although Hawthorn’s victory was deserved, 

their success can be attributed to the first 10 minutes of the 2nd quarter during which they broke the 

game open with run and spread. Their team-work created scoring opportunities which they gleefully 

accepted and more importantly, converted. 

 

As discussed post-game, we need to focus for the full 60 minutes of play, as any lapse in 

concentration can be costly and ultimately, the difference between winning and losing. Our Dragons 

are an honest football team and we work damn hard to score our goals, so it’s imperative on each 

player that we don’t “gift” our opposition easy goals. 


